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About This Content

Hey angler, are you ready for some Largemouth huntin’? Well, you better be! Cuz this April you have a chance to demonstrate
your superiority and claim the Championship title in catching bad “bigmouth” Bass! Yep, the virtual fishing arena is gonna be
rocked by the one sizzling hot tourney you don’t want to come empty-handed to! And while honing those skills and finessing

techniques is your end of the bargain, Largemouth Bass April Pack will take care of the rest and make sure you’re armed to your
teeth!

With this tournament DLC you get the collection edition LBAC BigmouthDagger casting rods, the super powerful LBAC
BassShooter casting reels, the radically daring LBAC BadBass fishing jacket, sleek and unique LBAC Scabbard rod case, the

LBAC Bandolier lure box and plenty of bass jigs, spinnerbaits, jig heads and other tackle and equipment to help you outperform
everyone else and prove yourself best at catching the most popular game fish in all of North America! Largemouth Bass April

Pack makes you perfectly prepared for battle. Cuz ready or not - the big Bass hunt is coming your way!

LARGEMOUTH BASS APRIL PACK includes:
* 40 000 CREDITS - use to purchase new tackle, pay for fishing trips, repairs and any other in-game expenses.

* 20 BAITCOINS - use to purchase certain fishing tackle, available only for BaitCoins. Spend your BaitCoins wisely!
* 7-DAY PREMIUM Enjoy seven days of Premium Status and advance your game progress by getting a 50% boost to

Experience for catching fish and x2 Credits for selling your catch! In addition, you get the opportunity to rent a kayak with a
50% discount! You also get to register in Competitions for free!

* 30 Storage Boxes
* 2 Tackle Setup Slots

RODS ‘N REELS:
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Rods:
* LBAC BigmouthDagger 7' 3" (220) - Length: 7' 3" (2.2 m); Lure Weight: 1/2–1 1/2 Oz. (14-42 g); Power: Medium; Line

Weight: 9–23 Lb. (4-10.5 kg); Action: Fast; Pieces: 1; Guides: 9
* LBAC BigmouthDagger 8' 2" (250) - Length: 8' 2" (2.5 m); Lure Weight: 1/2–1 1/2 Oz. (14-42 g); Power: Medium; Line

Weight: 9–21 Lb. (4-9.5 kg); Action: Fast; Pieces: 1; Guides: 9
Reels:

* LBAC BassShooter 3000 S - Ratio: 7.3:1; Recovery: 29.5" (75 cm); Capacity: mono 12/100 (0.3/100), braid 20/135
(0.23/135); Max Drag: 20 Lb. (9 kg)

* LBAC BassShooter 3000 P - Ratio: 6.4:1; Recovery: 25.5" (65 cm); Capacity: mono 12/100 (0.3/100), braid 20/135
(0.23/135); Max Drag: 22 Lb. (10 kg)

TERMINAL TACKLE:
* Lines:

* Braid .009" (0.23 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 20 Lb. (9.1 kg)
* Mono .014" (0.35 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 16 Lb. (7.2 kg)
* Bass Jigs: Bass Jig 1 Oz (28 g) #4/0 (x2); Bass Jig 1 Oz (28 g) #2/0 (x2)

* Spinnerbaits: Spinnerbait 3/4 Oz (21 g) #3/0; Spinnerbait 1 Oz (28 g), #4/0
* Jig Heads: JigHead 1/2 Oz (14 g) #2/0; JigHead 3/4 Oz (21 g) #3/0, JigHead 6/7 Oz (25 g) #4/0

* Worms: Worm 12.5 cm (5") (x2)
* Crayfish: Crayfish 7.5 cm (3") (x2)

* TopWater Lures: Frog-popper 5/8 Oz (18 g) #3/0 (x3); Walker 1/2 Oz (14 g) #3/0 (x2)
* Crankbaits: Crankbait 1 m (3 ft.) #3/0, Crankbait 2 m (6 ft.) #3/0

EQUIPMENT:
* LBAC BadBass Fishing Jacket - Tackles: 15; Lines: 2

* LBAC Bandolier Lure Box - Tackles: 15; Lines: 2
* LBAC Scabbard Rod Case - Rods: 2; Reels: 2

* FishFort XS - Max Single Fish Weight: 22 Lb. (10 kg); Total Fish Weight: 70 kg (154 Lb.); Fish-Friendly: yes

FISHING LICENSES (7 days):
* Advanced Missouri License

* Advanced North Carolina License
* Advanced Florida License

* Advanced Louisiana License
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Title: Fishing Planet: Largemouth Bass April Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Fishing Planet LLC
Release Date: 11 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: OS Version - Windows 7, 8, 10 x64

Processor: Dual-Core 2.4 Ghz

Graphics: Graphics Card Intel HD4600 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 12 GB available space

Additional Notes: External mouse or compatible Xbox controller required

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian,Dutch,Simplified Chinese
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Great game, but un-playable due to the fact it crashes whenever i try to do anything, including clicking more than one button,
zooming, pressing a button that pops up from pressing another button, and probably 1,000 other things that i have to play the
game for more than 12 minutes to find. But I probably just own a corrupt game so...

  10/10. guns
lots of guns. This game is trash. Do not buy. This doesn't include multiplayer--and that's the only thing i wanted to play. Even
the "Fix" doesn't work. Don't buy.. Why bother putting it on steam with an english language setting if the game doesn't support
it!. The overall purpose of the game wasn’t to provide complex puzzle rooms, but more to provide an in-depth trailer for
Psychonauts 2. Rhombus of Ruin is best described as a spin-off, but it’s one that does a superb job of holding onto Psychonauts’
style. From the music to the dialogue; even the upscaled models hold very true to a grotesque art style that’s only fit alongside
mid-2000s PS2/Xbox games.

The focus here is on the cartoon-ish story with only simple puzzles to occupy the time between dialogue. Using Raz’s psychic
powers at once could’ve made for deeper scenarios. The game chooses to introduce each mechanic, split them up for individual
levels, and then combine them for a few final straight-forward scenarios.

Worth a play if you know Psychonauts and are looking for more casual VR entertainment. As someone who backed the sequel
in 2015, the experience was throughly ‘neat’ and has successfully put Psychonauts 2 back on my radar. Looking forward too it :).
quot;it's not a matter of if it crashes, it's a matter of when."
-Kuledud3 2014

10/10 would crash again. A good choice for anyone looking for a short game with a creepy atmosphere. The controller
sensitivity left something to be desired and the game crashed on me once, but since the game was so short, these problems did
not become so bad that my enjoyment of the game lessened. I wish that the story was a little more complex, but for the length of
the game, it's good. If the creators wanted to expand this into a larger game, there's certainly plenty to work with.
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this game is horrible VR game, point and click game. no movement. graphics 6/10 , gameplay 2/10. Heyho!

So, this is basically just a weapon, a pet and a hat. All three of them look really cool; the hat has a integrated gas mask (no actual
use :) and the gun is really helpfull once upgraded.

The drone...is meh. It looks okay but the sound of the drone is so annoying! Everytime you stop for a second, it will land on the
ground, when you walk again, it flies up into the air. And everytime it makes these wuushi and beep noises - its really stressfull.

Overall, i think, thats soemthign the devs can quickly adress - and the rest of the package is defenitely worth the 1,39, in my
opinion.

PRO:

- a really cool looking gun (wich is quite helpfull once upgraded) in SCAR design
- nice helmet with mask; with the new t-shirts, you can create an awesome look!
- drone...

CON:

- ...wich is extremely annoying! Please, write this in the discussion-section, so the devs will adress this. Due to the sound, i wont
use the drone.

Conclusion:

I like the skin packs, they have a nice price and give you something pretty. Its not a 5 Euro weapon skin, no, is an actuall pet and
a usefull gadget. But for now, the pet is useless, at least for me.
But overall, i give it a thumbs up!. At its current state, I do not recommend this game. The Main menu and options menu freeze
for me several times. I have no idea what the keys are for this game with no explanation. Steam Achievements are broken ATM
i assume. Needs alot more work. Though on the plus side I do like the concept of the game, just needs more expalnation.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Vt3fRlSlvUA. Worse than on mobile, scam. Drink alcohol or die - a genius ironic
sandbox about zombies and drunkenness.. yeah and no: buggy, very buggy, BUT! the bugs are being resolved as we speak!
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